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PREFACE 
Order statistics, record values and generalized order statistics have got 
many applications in statistical modeling and inference. These models have 
immense role in characterization problems. Characterization results are those 
which shed light on modeling consequences of certain distributional 
assumptions and those which have potential for development of hypothesis 
testing for model assumptions. 
The modem area of characterization results pertaining to the 
exponential distribution (and its monotone transforms) was originated by 
European mathematicians around 1960. 
The subject matter of the dissertation has been arranged in four 
chapters. Chapter one is of introductory nature and discusses the concept of 
order statistics, record values and generalized order statistics. Some basic 
definitions and results needed in the subsequent chapters are also discussed. 
Chapter two presents the characterization of exponential distribution 
through linear regression on order statistics, records and generalized order 
statistics for single order gap while Chapter three deals with a higher order 
gap-
In chapter four, we have discussed the characterization results through 
expected values and moments of order statistics, records and generalized 
order statistics. 
In the last chapter, characterization of exponential distribution using 
distributional properties is discussed. 
References of the books/journals consulted throughout the task are 
given in the last. 
CHAPTER-I 
PRELIMINARIES 
1. Order statistics 
If the random variables X\,X2,---,Xyi are arranged in ascending order 
of magnitude and written as 
Then X^.„ (r = 1,2, •••,«) is known as the r order statistic. 
The subject of order statistics deals with the properties and applications 
of these ordered random variables and of functions involving them such as 
extremes, which are defined as 
Xi-n =min(jri ,^2.--- .^«) and X„.„ =m2iK{Xi,X2,---^X^). 
2. Distribution of order statistics (David, 1981) 
Let X\,X2,•••,X„ be a random sample of size n fi^om a continuous 
probability distribution function (pdf) f{x) and distribution fimction {df) 
F {x). Then the pdf of Xj,.yj {r = \,2,---,n), the / order statistic is given 
by 
frn (^) = Cr.„ [F(x)]'-^ [l-F(x)]""^ /(x) -^<x<^ (2.1) 
where, 
1 n\ C 
Bir,n-r + l) {r-l)\in-r)\ 
and df is 
= 1 
n fri^ 
i=r \ ' J 
[F{x)i[\-F{x)\ n-i 
or. 
Fr.n (^) = Cr.n \^^'^ t''' 0 " t)"'' dt (2.2) 
where (2.2) is an incomplete beta function. For continuous X , (2.1) can be 
obtained by differentiating (2.2) w.r.t x. 
In particular, 
F^,„ix) = l-[\-Fix)f 
and F„,„(x) = [Fix)f. 
The joint/>c^ of Xfj, and X^.^ {l<r <s <n) is given as 
fr,s:n i^,y) = C,^,,„ [F{x)]'-^ [F(y) - F {x)]'-''^ 
[\-F{y)r' f{x)f{y),-^<x<y<^ 
where, 
C = -
'""'•" (r-l)\(s-r-l)\(n-s)\' 
3. Record values (AhsanuUah, 1995) 
Suppose that {X„]„>i be a sequence of independent and identically 
distributed random variables with df F (x). 
Let Yfj = max(min){Xi,X2,---,X„} for n> 1. We say that Rj is an 
upper (lower) record value of {R„,«> 1}, if 7^ >{<)Yj^\', j>\. 
By definition, R\ is an upper as well as a lower record value. The 
indices at which the upper record values occur are given by the record times 
{L{n)],n>Q where L{n) = mm{j\j>L{n-\),Rj >i^„_i,«>l} 
andL(l) = l. 
4, Distribution of record values 
Th.Q]Q\n\.pdf f{x\,X2,---,Xyi) of the n record values R\,R2,---,Ryi is 
given by 
n-\ f[x) 
f{xi,X2,---,x„)= n , c / J M , 
i=l\-F{Xi) 
- 0 0 < X | <X2 <•••<x„_i <x„ <CO. 
The pdff^ix) ofR„ is 
fn{x) = - \-^ f{x), -co<x<cc 
and the df F„ (x) of R„ is 
F„w=i-[i-.(x)]i'tMi£Mli. 
Thejoint/^fiJ^of i?^ and R^ is given by 
/ ( . . , x j J - ' - ^ ^ W ] " [ { - l n F W ) - ( - l n F W ) r - - ' 
' (r-1)! ( 5 - r - l ) ! ^ ^^ ^^^ 
where h{x) = [-InF(jc)] for s>r and -co<y<x<co. 
dx 
5. Generalized order statistics (Kamps, 1995) 
n-l 
L&t neN, k>\, mi,•••,m„_i ER, Mr= T. mj,l<r<n-\ 
J=r 
be parameters such that 
Yf. =k + n-r + Mt.>\ forall {1,2,-•-,n-l} 
and let /w = (W], • • •, m„_i) if n>2{meR arbitrary if « = 1). 
If the random variables U{r,n,rh,k), r = l,2,---,n possess a joint density 
function of the form 
fu(\,n,fn,k),--,U(n,n,rn,k)i^h---,^n) 
= k 
fn-\ 
Urj 
y L 
n ( i - « i ) m. (l-«„) n-\ 
on the cone 0 <W| <•••<«„ <1 of R„, then they are called uniform 
generalized order statistics. In particular case 
TW] = • • • = m„_i = m (say) 
then the random variables are denoted by U (r, n,m,k), r = \,2,---,n. 
The random variables X{r,n,m, ,n,m,k)],r = \,2,---,n 
are called generalized order statistics (gos) with joint density function given 
as 
fx(\,n,m,k),--,X{n,n,m,k)iXh---,X„) 
=^k 
(n-\ \ 
Urj 
U=i ) 
~n-\ 
n{i-F(x,)r'/(x,) 
j=\ 
[1-F(x„)f-VK) 
on the cone F ^ (0) < X| < • • • < x„ < F (1). 
6. Marginal distribution Q{gos 
The joint density function of the first r uniform gos 
17(1, n, m,k),--, U{r, n, m, k), r = (1,2, • • •,«} is given by 
fu{\,n,m,k),--;U{r,n,m,k) ("b '•" ,"r) 
Cr-\ 
(r-\ \ 
na-wz-r' <Uy <\ 
where, Cr-X-Wji^ /• = 1,2,-••,« with ;^ „ =^ , 
ih The marginal density fimction of the r uniform gos U (r, n, m, k) 
A- = {1,2, • • •,«} is given by 
fu{r,n,m,k) (") 
= - ^ ( 1 - . ) ^ — A ^ . - l ^ - 1 iul 0<u,<...<u,<l. {r~\)\ 
The joint density function of the uniform gos U{r,n,m,k) and 
U(s,n,m,k) r <s, with 
w?l = • • • = nif—i = ju and nif+i =••• = /w^_i = v 
is given by 
fu{r,n,m,k),U{s,n,rn,k) i^r^^s) 
'S-\ \nty r-\ 
{r-\)\{s-r-\)\ {^-UrT' g'-'{Ur)[KiUs)-K(Mr)\ 
s-r-\ 
(l_«J^+«-^-^^.-l 
The joint density function of the first r gos X{\,n,m,k), 
•••,X{r,n,m,k), r = {l,2,---,n} isgivenby 
fx{\,n,m,k),--;X{r,n,m,k) (^ l / 'S^r) 
= c r-l 
fr-l 
n{^-Fixi)r'fixi) [1-F(x,)f^"—^^-V(^.), 
on the cone F ^{0)<Xi <X2 <---<x^ < F ^(1), 
Jh The marginal density function of the r gos X{r,n,m,k), 
r = {1,2, • • •,«} is given by 
fx(r,n,m,k) W 
^ T H ^ P - ^ W ^ ' ' " " " " " ^ " ' / W ^ ; - ^ [Fix)]. (r-l)\ 
The joint density function of the gos X{r,n,m,k) and 
X {s, n, m, k), r < s is given by 
fx{r,n,m,k),X{s,rt,m,k) i^r^^s) 
''-^ -n-F{x,)rrf(x,)g'~^[F{x,)] 
ir-l)\{s-r-\)\ 
[hAFiXs)}-h,{F{x,)}r-'~\l-F{x,)] k.n-s.M^-X^^^^y 
7. Rao and Shanbhag condition (1994) 
Let 
lGiu + v)M{du) = Giv) + c* a.e. [L] for/ iei^+= [0,0)) (7.1) 
where, G.R^ -^i? = (-oo,oo) is locally integrable Borel measurable 
function and /i is a cr-finite measure on R+ with // ({0}) < 1, then 
f r + a'[l-exp(m;)] a.e.[L]ifTj^O ,^ ^ ^ 
G(x) = r ^ ; ^ ' ^ ' ' ' \ ; ^ (7.2) [ y + Px a.e. [L] if rj = 0 
where a' ,^' ,y are constants and /; is such that 
J e ^ ^ / i ( ^ ) = l. (7.3) 
8. Some Definitions and results 
(i) Order mean function: Let A be a given real, continuous and strictly 
monotonic function and !F represent the set of the continuous distribution 
functions F verifying that the Reimann-Stieltjes integral 
I h (y) d{F{y)f is finite for all x e 9 .^ 
(-c»,x) 
For each F e'F, v/e define the order mean function between the adjacent 
order statistics k and ^ +1 by 
4 {x) = E[h(Xk:rr)\Xk^^._„ =x] — ^ U{y)d{F{y))^ 
whose domain of definition is the set D={a,oo), where a may take the 
value - 00. 
Analogously, if Y= -X, we obtain a parallel study for the order mean 
function between the adjacent order statistics k+\ and k defined by 
00 
n-k — 1 
^{x) = E[h{Xk^y_„)Xk;n=x]^ -jlh{y)d[\-F{y)] 
[1-F(x)r^i 
whose domain of definition is the set D = (-00,/?), where /3 may take the 
value 00. 
(ii) Record mean function: The record mean Junction between the adjacent 
upper record values « - 1 and n is defined by 
(pix) = E[hiR„_^)\R„=x] = \h{y)d 
a 
whose domain of definition is the set D = (a,/3), where a may take the 
value -00, ^ may take the value 00 and H{y) = -\og[\-F{y)] is the 
cumulative hazard function. 
(iii) Generalized order mean function: Let X{l,n,m,k) 
,..., X(n,n,m,k) («>2) be a sequence of gas based on a continuous 
distribution function F. Let JC e (a, ft), where a and ft may be finite or 
infinite. Given a real, continuous and strictly monotonic function /i: 51 -^ ff{, 
let 
E[h{X{r + \,n,m,k)]\X{r,n,m,k) = x] = <^{x), 
then the generalized order mean Junction between adjacent gos of index 
r +1 and r is given by 
[1 - F(x)] '^-+i 
(iv) Complete function: Let Lg {A) be the space of <J-integrable functions 
on a measurable set ^ c i?. A sequence (/„ )„g;v' o^ functions in L§ {A) is 
called complete on Lg {A), if for all fiinctions geLg (A), the condition 
I g(x)/„ (x)dx = 0 forsd\ neN 
A 
implies g{x) = 0 a.e. on A. 
Theorem 8.1 (Lin, 1986) 
Let «o b^ '^^ y fixed non-negative integer, -oo < a <b <co and 
g{x)>0 be an absolutely continuous function with g' (x) ^ 0 a.e. on {a, b). 
Then the sequence of functions {{g{x))" e'^^^',n>nQ} is complete in 
L{a,b) if and only if g (x) is strictly monotone on {a,b). 
CHAPTER-II 
CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH LINEAR 
REGRESSION FOR SINGLE ORDER GAP 
1. Introduction 
The existing literature in statistics contains numerous results 
motivated by the notion of characterization of exponential distribution. In 
this chapter, the emphasis is principally on characterization through linear 
regression for single order gap. 
Shanbhag (1970) characterized exponential distribution in terms of 
conditional expectations. His results were generalized by Hamdan (1972). 
Beg and Kirmani (1978) showed that the conditional variance of Xj^yy, 
given Xj.„ = x doesn't depend on x if and only if X has an exponential 
distribution, i.e, the weak homoscedasticity of the conditional distribution of 
-^i+V.n given Xj.„ is a characteristic property of exponential distribution. 
Khan and Beg (1987) extended the result of Beg and Kirmani and have 
shown that variance of X^^^^ given Xf.„ = x does not depend on x if and 
only if X has a Weibull distribution for /? > 0. 
Talwalker (1977) and Ouyang (1983) have characterized some 
absolutely continuous distribution through E[h{X)\X>x] and 
E[h{X)\ X<x]. Khan and Abu-Salih (1989) extended their results for order 
statistics and have obtained several new characterizing results. 
Franco and Ruiz (1995) characterized exponential distribution and 
obtained the expression for df F from tiie order mean function 
^{x) = E[h{Xk.,„)\ Xk^y_„ = x] and ^ (x) = E[h{Xk^y^)\ Xj,,^ = x] 
between the adjacent order statistics. 
The results enunciating the Hnear regression of adjacent record values 
have been investigated by several authors. Nagaraja (1988) characterized the 
exponential distribution by using some properties of regression of upper 
record values from an iid sequence of random variables. Franco and Ruiz 
(1996) obtained the distribution function F from conditional expectation 
E[h{R„_-^)\R„ =jc], where h is a real, continuous and strictly monotonic 
fiinction. 
The characterization result for the conditional expectation of adjacent 
gos, i.e, E[X{r + \,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k) = x] is based on the approach of 
Franco and Ruiz (1995) for order statistics (Keseling, 1999). 
2. Characterization through order statistics 
Theorem 2.1 (Shanbhag, 1970) 
The non-negative random variable X is distributed according to an 
exponential distribution if and only if 
E{X\X >y) = y + EiX), for Qvery y (2.1) 
Proof: (2.1) is equivalent to 
00 _ 
j z dB{z) = {x + M)Bix), for every x (2.2) 
x+ 
where, B{z) denotes the distribution ftmction of X . B{x) = \-B{x) and 
E{X) = fj.. Clearly this implies that (2.1) is equivalent to 
11 
00 
\{z~x)dB{z) = ^ B{x), for every X (2.3) 
X 
Since, the left hand side of (2.3) is continuous, it follows that its right 
hand side is also continuous. Now, it can be easily seen that the left hand 
side is differentiable. This implies the differentiability of the right hand side 
too. The differentiation yields 
^B{x) = --Bix) 
ax ju 
It immediately follows that the equation has the solution 
5(x) = exp(-A://i), 
because // denotes E(X). Clearly, this satisfies (2.3) and thus, we have the 
theorem. 
Corollary 2.1: The non negative valued X has a modified exponential 
distribution with non zero probability mass at 0, i.e, a distribution with the 
distribution function of the type 
G(x) = l -^exp(-A x);x>0,0<k<\,A>0 
if and only if, 
E{X\X>y) = y + ^ ^ , ? ( X = 0)>0 
The corollary follows at once because the theorem establishes that X has a 
modified distribution if and only if, 
E{X\X >y) = y + EiX\X>Ol P{X = 0)>0. 
12 
Theorem 2.2 (Beg and Kirmani, 1978) 
Let X be a random variable having distribution function F(x) with 
F(0) = 0 and E{X'^)<oo. If F{x) < 1 for all x <oo and 
f(x) = ^^^ > 0 for all X > 0, then 
dx 
( x\ F(x) = l - e x p l - - l , x>0. 
for some ^ > 0, if and only if for some positive integer / less than n, 
var(Jfj.4.1 ,j|Xj.„ = x) = c, for all x>Q, 
where, c is a positive constant. 
Theorem 2.3 (Khan and Beg, 1987) 
Let X be a continuous random variable with df F such that F(0) = 0 
and F has second derivative on (0,QO) and its first derivative is non-
vanishing on (0,oo) so that in particular F{x) < 1 for all x > 0. Let 0 < /? < oo 
and F has moment of order Ip. If for some integer 0 < r < «, 
^^^r+\:n\-^rn = ^ ) = c (a constant). 
Then, F(x) = l-exp(-^A;^) for ;c>0 where, 9>0 is given by 
6 = c{n - r) , and conversely. 
Proof: It may be seen that the conditional;?^of Z^.„ given X^.„ =x{r<s) 
is 
13 
{n - r)\ [Fjy) - Fjx)]'-'-' [1 - Fjy)]"-' f{y) 
{s-r-\)\{n-s)\ [\-F{x)f-' 
which is just the unconditional distribution of the {s - r) order statistic in a 
f(y) 
sample of {n-r) drawn from - ,y'^x, that is, from the parent 
1 - F{x) 
distribution truncated on the left at x. Therefore, 
Thus, for the WeibuU distribution 
F(x) = l - e - ^ ^ ^ , x > 0 , ^ > 0 , 
we have 
/w=0 • 
where, a~P ={n- r)0, obtained by Khan et al. (1983 a). 
Thus, 
{n-r) d 
This proves the necessary part. 
For sufficiency, we have 
14 
{n~r) 00 
F(x)f~' i [l-F(x)] 
{n-r-y 
[1-F(x)]2("-'-) 
CO 
lyP{l-F(y)f"-'fiy)dy - c 
i.e, 
00 
6-1 b[l-f{x)t I y^n^-Fiy)r^ f(y)dy 
00 
blyP{\-Fiy)}'^-^fiy)dy 
(2.5) 
= c{l-F{x)] 2b 
where, b = n-r. 
i6 - l Differentiating (2.5) once w.r.t x, cancelling out fix)[\ - F(x)] on both 
sides and then differentiating both sides of the resulting relation again w.r.t 
x, we get 
00 
bpjyP [\-F{y)f-^ f{y)dy = cbx^-P [\-F{x)f-^ f{x) 
+ pxP[\-F{x)]^ (2.6) 
Differentiating (2.6) again w.r.t x, we have 
cbx^-P[l-F{x)f-^ 
X / • ( x ) - ( A - l ) X J ^ - ( ^ z M W , ± , 2 ( . - . ) { , _ ; . „ } ^ 2 
l-F{x) x cb = 0 
giving us 
15 
fix) 
1 - F{x) -ih-\) 
' fix) ' 
_\-F{x)_ X 
\ fix) ' 
\-F{x)_ +bd^p^x^iP~^^ = 0 (2.7) 
The solution of (2.7) is 
-dxP F{x) = \-e 
and hence, we have the theorem. 
For p = \, this theorem reduces to the result of Beg and Kirmani 
(1978). 
Also from (2.4), it can be seen that 
E[XP^riK_y_n=x]=E[XP''\X>x]. 
Theorem 2.4 (Khan and Abu-Salih, 1989) 
Let X be an absolutely continuous random variable with dfF{x) and 
pdffix). 
Suppose F{x)<\ for all xe(Q:,/?),F(a)=Oand F(y5) = l. 
Then 
F{x) = \-[ah{x) + bf foTXEia,/3) 
if and only if, for r <n, 
E[hi^r+V.n)\^rM=x]= ac{n-r)h{x)-b 
a[{n-r)c-¥\] 
where h{) is a monotonic, continuous and differentiable fiinction on 
(a,y^),fl^0,(«-r)c+l7^0. 
16 
Proof: Note that 
c ah{x)+b 
\-F{x) = [ah{x) + bT= \T~-fix) (2.8) 
a en {x) 
Now, in view of (2.4), 
E[h{X,^i,„)I Xr,„ = X] = ^""''l Jh(y)[1 -Fiy)]"-'-^ f{y)dy 
[\-F{x)r' , 
Integrating by parts and noting the relation (2.8), it is easy to prove the 
necessary part .To prove the sufficiency part, we have 
(«- .)f/,(,)[! - Fwr-'/w^^'^^^rr^^'f^:'^ [i - ^  (x)]--
^ a[c{n-r) + \] 
Differentiating both sides w.r.t x and rearranging, we get 
fix) ^ ach\x) 
\-F{x) ah{x) + h 
which gives 
\-F{x)={ah{x) + bf. 
( x\ Remark 2.1: For a=l, 6 = 0, c=l and/2(x)=exp — , Theorem 2.4 is 
e) 
characterized for exponential distribution, i.e, 
« - r + l 
if and only if, F(x) = l-exp(-x/^) , X6(0,QO). 
17 
Lemma 2.1: Let X be an absolutely continuous random variable with 
dfF{x) and pdff{x). Suppose F{x)>0 for all xe(a,/3),F{a)=0 and 
F{fi)=l.ThQn, F{x)=[ah{x)+bf if and only if, for r<« , 
vrurv W V i ac{n-r)h{x)-b 
^ L« l^ n-r.n ) ^ n-r+V.n = ^ J = Z ^ TT' 
a[{n-r)c + \] 
where h() is a monotonia, continuous and differentiable function on 
Proof: The proof follows from the fact that the conditional distribution of 
-^r+V.n given X^.„ from F{) is the same as the conditional distribution of 
^n-r.n given X„_f.+i.„ from [1-F()] . 
Remark 2.2: In Lemma 2.1, if we put 
f 
V 
X 
a = -l,b = \,c = l and h(x) = exp 
0/ 
we get the characterization result for exponential distribution, 
n-r + \ 
ifandonlyif, F{x) = '[-Qxp(-x/0). 
Theorem 2.5 (Khan and Abu-Salih, 1989) 
Let X be an absolutely continuous random variable with dfF{x) and 
pdff{x). Suppose F{x) < 1 for all x e {a,/3) and F{a) = 0. Then 
F{x)=l- exip[-ah{x) + b] 
if and only if, for r <n, 
18 
E[h{X,+l.„)\X,,„=x]=h{x) + — -, a^o 
a{n-r) 
where h{) is a monotonic, continuous and differentiable function on (a,/3). 
Proof: Note that 
l-F(jc) = exp[-a/2(x) + Z)] = fix) 
ah{x) 
The rest of the proof is straight-forward. 
Remark 2.3: Setting a = —, ^ = 0 and h{x)=x. Theorem 2.5 is proved for 
9 
the exponential distribution, i.e, 
E\.^r+V.n\-^r:n -•^J--^ + e 
n-r 
if and only if, F(JC) = 1 - exp(-jc/^), 0 < A: < oo. 
Theorem 2.6 (Khan and Abu-Salih, 1989; Franco and Ruiz, 1995) 
\fE[h{Xf,,AX,,^y_„=x] = ^{x) 
Then 
F(x)=exp 2r J 
^ ^\Ky)-^iy) 
whose domain of definition is the set D = (a,Qo), where a may take the 
value - 00. 
Theorem 2.7 (Khan and Abu-Salih, 1989; Franco and Ruiz, 1995) 
If£[/i(X^^l;„)|^ ^..„=x]=f(x). 
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Then 
F{x) = 1 - exp " d^iy) ^ 
V n-k^J{y)-h{y) 
whose domain of definition is the set D = (-00, fi), where /] may take the 
value °o. 
3. Characterization through record values 
Theorem 3.1 (Nagaraja, 1988) 
E[R„ I R^^i =x] = ax + b, if and only if 
F(jc) = l - e~* ,x>Q,0<a<\ 
or, F{x) = \-e ^ ,x<0,a>\ 
where, 0 = a 
nil-a) 
Corollary 3.1 (Franco and Ruiz, 1996) 
lfg>ix) = E[hiR„_^)\R„=x] = ah{x)-^b 
-1^ Then for g = inf{zG(a,y5):F(z)>(e-l)e""'}, 
F{x) = 1 - exp ' h{x)-S 
h{q)~S , where 0 = —: and S 
J 
n{l-a) \-a 
Remark 3.1: If we take h{x)-x in Corollary 3.1, we have the distribution 
functions given by Nagaraja (1988). 
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n Remark 3.2: If we put h{x) = x^, a = —^ -^ and Z) = 0 in the above 
theorem, then 
e= a n 
n{\-d) f s n 1 
Therefore, 
F(x) = l -exp 
Mr 
= 1 - exp = l-e~'^'',A = q~\r>0. 
Thus, exponential distribution is characterized using Corollary 3.1. 
4. Characterization through generalized order statistics 
Theorem 4.1 (Keseling, 1999) 
Let h:R-^R be a real, continuous and strictly monotonic function 
andE[h{Xir + \,n,m,k)}\X{r,n,m,k) = x] = <^(x).ThQn 
F {x) = \- exp 1 !" 4'{y) I { Yr^i'"^ ^{y)-h{y)'^^) 
Corollary 4.1 (Keseling, 1999) 
Let X{\,n,m,k),...,X{n,n,m,k) be a sequence oigos based on the 
continuous df F. Further, let re{[,...,n-\) be fixed and (j) a non-
arithmetic real monotonic fiinction on $R^  such that 
E[(l){X{r + \,n,fh,k)~X{r,n,m,k))] is finite. 
Then for some constant c^(l) (0+), 
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E[^ {X{r +1, n, m,k)-X {r, n, m, k)} \X{r,n,fn,k) = x] = c a. s 
if and only if, there exist X>0 and /^  e 5H with 
F(x) = \- exp [-/I {x- //)],x>/j. 
Corollary 4.2 (Keseling, 1999) 
Let X{\,n,m,k),...,X{n,n,m,k),n>2 be a sequence of gos based on 
the differentiable d/F with supp (JP)=(0,QO),F'>0 on supp (F) and for 
some r e {1,...,«-!},£'[A' ]<oo. 
Then, 
Var [X{r + l,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k) = x] = c>0 a.s. 
if and only if, there exists A>0 with F{x) = \- exp (-Ax), x>0. 
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CHAPTER- III 
CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH LINEAR 
REGRESSION FOR HIGHER ORDER GAP 
1. Introduction 
The present chapter is devoted to characterization of distributions 
through linear regression for higher order gap. 
Wu and Ouyang (1996) have obtained characterizing results based on 
conditional expectation of function of order statistics. Franco and Ruiz 
(1997) characterized distributions through conditional expectation of non-
adjacent order statistics and record values whereas Wesolowski and 
AhsanuUah (1997) characterized exponential distribution through hnear 
regression for double order gap. Some important results regarding 
characterization of exponential distribution were also obtained by Khan and 
Ali (1987), Lopez-Blaquez and Moreno-Rebollo (1997), Dembinska and 
Wesolowski (1998), Khan and Abouammoh (2000) and Khan and Athar 
(2004). 
Dembinska and Wesolowski (2000) characterized exponential 
distribution through linearity of regression for non-adjacent record values. 
Wu and Lee (2001) obtained characterization results for generahzed Pareto 
distribution and deduced results for exponential distribution. Athar et al 
(2003) characterized exponential distribution using Rao and Shanbhag 
(1994) results. 
Characterization through non-adjacent gos for higher order gap was 
given by Khan and Alzaid (2004) and Cramer et al. (2004). 
2. Characterization through order statistics 
Lemma 2.1 (Khan and Ah, 1987) 
Let X be a continuous random variable having df F{x), then F (x) is 
unique if 
E[Xf^j.„ I X^.fj =x],l<i<n-r,l<r<n exists. 
Theorem 2.1 (Khan and Ali, 1987) 
Let X he a continuous random variable having df F (x) with F (0) = 0 
andE{X^)<oo, k>O.UF{x)<l for all jc < oo, then 
F{x) = l-e~^''\ x>O,0>O,p>O 
if and only if, for r <n, l<i<n- r. 
El^r^i:n\^r.n=^] = ^^+^1 
1'^^ 1 
Proof: Khan et al. (1983a) have shovm that for doubly truncated Weibull 
distribution, 
-OxP 
F{x) = Q2-~--,-\n{\-Q)<xP <-\n{\~P), 
lA 
where, Q? = and A = 7: • 
^^ P-Q P-Q 
In case of left truncation (/* = !), Qi = I ^2 = ^' 
I.e., 
and the necessary part is proved by noting that 
Sufficiency part follows from Lemma 2.1. 
Remark 2.1: For p = l, the theorem characterizes exponential distribution, 
i.e., 
1 1 '"^ 1 
e j^^n-r- J 
ifandonlyif,F(;c) = l -^"^ ' ' , ; c>0 ,^>0 . 
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Remark 2.2: For z=l , the theorem was proved by Khan and Abu-Sahh 
(1989). 
Theorem 2.2 (Wu and Ouyang, 1996) 
Let «f(>-oo) and /3{<o^) be the left and right extremities respectively 
of an absolute continuous df F and g be a real-valued function continuous 
on [a,/?) with its derivative g' defined and continuous on («,/?). We 
assume: 0<F(x)<l , for XE{a,j3). If £'[g(Xi)]<oo,then 
r 1 r-1 1 
E[g{X,,„)\Xk,„=t]=g{t) + c^ :, \<k<r<n,tE{a,^) 
holds if and only if, 
F(x) = l -exp --{gix)-g{a)} xe{a,p) 
with g(x) -> ±00 as x-^ ft respectively according as c> 0 or c < 0. 
Remark 2.3: If g{x) = {x-a) on [«,°o) for some a > 0 and Z)>0, then 
F(Ar) = l -exp kx-af 
c 
for XE(<2f,oo),Z)>0,(2>0 and c>0 , which is 
a WeibuU df. This reduces to the exponential dfat b = \ and a = 0, i.e, 
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r-1 1 
if and only if, 
F{x) = l-exp\ -
Theorem 2.3 (Wu and Ouyang, 1996) 
Using the same conditions as in Theorem 2.2, 
c 
^ ig{Xr.n)\^k:n=t 
n-m + l^^^ 
= g(0 + 
n r-1 1 
; Z Z :, 
\<k<m<n 
if and only if, 
F(x) = l -exp --{gix)-gia)} xe{a,fi) 
with g(x) -> ±co as x-> ^ respectively according as c> 0 or c < 0. 
Remark 2.4: At g{x) = x, we have characterizing results for exponential 
distribution, i.e. 
1 n 
n-m + \ X ^r.n ^k:n - ^  
r=m 
= t + 
n r-\ I I 
r=m 
1 
n-m + \ ^^« j^j^ n- J 
, \<k<m<n 
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ifandonly if, 
F{x) = \- exp ^ x^ x>Q. 
Theorem 2.4 (Wu and Ouyang, 1996) 
Under the same conditions as in Theorem 2.2, we have 
E[g<<^V.r>)\^lM>t]=g{t) + 
if and only if, 
F(x) = l -exp --{gix)-g{a)} 
c 
xe{a,P) 
with g(x) -> ±00 as x-^ P respectively according as c> 0 or c < 0. 
Remark 2.5: The corresponding result for exponential distribution is 
obtained at g (x) = JC , i.e, 
n 
if and only if, 
F(x) = l -exp ( A I — 
I c) 
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Theorem 2.5 (Wu and Ouyang, 1996) 
Let a{> -oo)and fi{< co) be the left and right extremities respectively 
of an absolute continuous df F and g be a real-valued function continuous 
on {a,p] with its derivative g' defined and continuous on {a,ft). We 
assume: 0<F(x)<l,forx€(a,;^).If£'[g(Xl)]<oo,then 
E[g{X,,„)\Xk,„=t]=g{t)^cY^-, \<r<k<n, te{a,P) 
j=r J 
if and only if. 
F{x) = Qxp 1 {g{ft)-gix)} xE{a,p) 
with g(x) -> ±00 as x -> « respectively according as c> 0 or c < 0. 
Theorem 2.6 (Wu and Ouyang, 1996) 
Under the same conditions as in Theorem 2.5, we have 
E 
-i:g{Xr.n)\Xk:n=t 
P m k-\ 1 
^r=\j=rJ 
\<m<k<n 
if and only if, 
F(x) = exp 1 {g{P)-g{^)) xe(a,J3) 
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holds, with g(jc) -> ±00 as x-^a respectively according as c> 0 
or c < 0. 
Theorem 2.7 (Wu and Ouyang, 1996) 
Under the same conditions as in Theorem 2.5, we have 
E[g{X^,„)\Xr,.,n<t]=g{t) + -
if and only if. 
F(jc) = exp 1 {g{P)-g{^)] xE{aJ) 
with g{x)-^±cc as x -> « respectively according as c> 0 or c < 0. 
Remark 2.6: If g{x) = ln[l-Qxp{-Z(x-a) }] on {a,co) for some 
1 
^>0, ; i>0 and a>0. Then F(;c) = [l-exp{-A(x-c^)^] ^ for 
x E (Qr,oo),A > 0,^ > 0,cif > 0 and c < 0. 
Setting c = -l,0 = \ and a = 0, we get characterizing result for exponential 
distribution F(x) = l- exp (-A jc). 
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Theorem 2.8 (Franco and Ruiz, 1997; Lopez-Blaquez and Moreno-ReboUo, 
1997) 
Let Jf be a random variable with F eT_, where 
/ 
^_ Fdf 
\ 
yh{y)[F{y)'F{x)r\\-F{y)f-'-'dF{y)«^yx<f5 
If ^Mr.n (^) = a„h{x) + bn=E[h{X,^i,ri)|^r« = ^ ] ' ^here 
1 -^ -1 1 
a„ = 1 and ^« = — E > th^^ 
/I v^ ^ n-j 
F (jc) = 1 - e~^v "^~") , a<x<oo , A>0, which is exponential. 
Theorem 2.9 (Wesolowski and Ahsanullah, 1997) 
Let £'[exp(cX;t+2n)]<^°°- Assume that X is absolutely continuous. If 
E [exp (c X^+2.« )| ^ /t.« = J^ ] = « exp (c x) 
where, A:<«-2,c?t0 and a>0,then 
F (J:) = 1 - e~ •^'^ "^ ,^ where / is real and 
, a{2n-2k-\) + ^a^ +Aa{n-k){n-k-\) 
J _ j-T ' 
2ia~\){n-k)in-k-\) 
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Further, ae(0,l) if c<0 and a>l if c>0. 
Theorem 2.10 (Wesolowski and AhsanuUah, 1997) 
Let £'[|-^fe+2«|]^°°- Assume that X is absolutely continuous. If for 
some k<n-2 and real a and b, 
exists, then if a = 1 and b>0, 
we have F{x) = \-e~ '-^"^ ,^ where y is real and 
2n-2k-l 
~ b{n-k){n-k-\) 
Notations: The doubly truncated pdf of continuous random variable is 
/ (x ) 
denoted as , Q^ <x<P^, where 
P-Q ^^ ^ 
1 f{^)dx = Q, lf{x)ck = P 
- 0 0 - 0 0 
and the <^is 
p-Q 
Q<P 
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Theorem 2.11 (Khan and Abouammoh, 2000) 
Let X be an absolutely continuous random variable with df Fix) and 
pdf f{x) in the interval [a, ft) where, a and ]3 may be finite or infinite. 
Then for a continuous and differentiable function h{x) of x and for 
l<r<s<n. 
E[h{X,,^)\Xry,=x] = a*h{x) + b* 
if and only if, 
(2.1) 
F{x)=\-[ah{x)+b]' (2.2) 
where, <^  = J][ * '-^' c{n-r-j) 
j=Q c(n-r-J) + l 
and b =—(1-a ) 
a 
for J = 0X...,{s-r-\)andb = -ah{/3). 
Proof: First we will prove that (2.2) implies (2.1). We have (Khan et al, 
1983a), 
E[h{X,,„)]-E[h{X,_^,„)] 
I h\x)[F(x)Y-\l-F{x)f-''^^dx 
Kr-h 
For doubly truncated distribution (2.2), we have 
(2.3) 
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^ ^ P-Q cah\x) 
We can express [ 1 - F ( A : ) ] " ^'^ as 
[ l -F(x)] n-r \-P ah{x) + b 
P-Q caH{x) fix) 
Putting Qi=x,Pi= ^,Q = F(x),P = 1 and after noting the relation between 
truncated and conditional distribution, we get from (2.3) 
E [h (X,;„) I X,,„ =x]-E[h {X,_y„) I X,,„ = X] 
' l[ah it) + b] [F {t)Y-^ [\-F it)]"-' f it) dt 
1 
ca 
c (« - J +1) _ E{h{X,_^)\Xr,n=x] + -a 
Therefore, 
E[h{X,,^)\X,,^^x]^ '}'' f,^y,^E[h{X,_^,AX,,„=x] 
c{n-s + \) + \ 
1 
(2.4) 
ac{n-s + \) + \ 
Using (2.4) recursively and noting that E[h{Xy.y^)\Xy..y^=x\ = h{x), the 
relation (2.1) is estabhshed. 
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To prove that (2.1) implies (2.2), using (2.4) and the following relation 
m{Xs:n)\Xr.n=^]-E[h{X,_y_^)\X,,^=x] 
^ n-r ^ 
^ — T h\y)lF{y) - F(x)f "'-^ [1 - F {y)f-'^^ dy, 
[\-F{x)f-'[ 
we have, 
c{n-S + \)[E{h{X,,„)\Xr;n-x)-E{h{X,_y_„)\Xr,n=x)] 
= -E[h{X,.AXr,n=A 
a 
or, 
c{n- s + X) 1 ^ n-r ^ 
y^-^-Vil-Fix)]"-' 
s-r-l ]n~s+\ X f h (y) [F {y) - F (x)]'-'-' [\-F {y)^'^' dy 
(n-ry. 
i-r {s-r-\)\{n-s)\[i^f(^x)f 
^\h{y)[F{y)-F{x)r'-\\-F{y)f-' f{y)dy-
Differentiating both sides {s - r) times partially w.r.t x after noting that 
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, v{x) v{x) f- \ fix,t)dt= J 
^^u{x) u{x) dx 
f{xJ) dt +f{v,t)~'f{u,t)-~ 
ox ox 
we get, 
-h\x)[\-F{x)] n-s+\ h{x)[\ - F{x)]"-' fix) = -[1 - Fix)]"-' fix) 
a 
or. 
fix) cah\x) 
\~Fix) ahix) + b 
implying Fix)=\-[ahix)-^bf 
and hence the theorem. 
-x/0: Remark 2.7: By setting a = l, 6 = 0, c = l and hix) = e in the above 
theorem, exponential distribution is characterized, i.e. 
E[e-''s.^'\X,.,„=x] = e-^^''~fl' ^""-'-J^ 
j^Q in-r-j + l) 
if and only if, 
F(jc) = l - e -x/0 
Remark 2.8: The theorem was proved by Khan and Abu-Salih (1989) for 
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Theorem 2.12 (Khan and Abouanunoh, 2000) 
Under the conditions given in Theorem 2.11, for 1 < r < >v < «, 
E[hiX,,J\X,,„=y] = a*hiy) + b* 
where, 
^ = n -r—, ^ ^"dZj = — ( 1 - a ) 
j=0 c{s-\-j) + l a 
if and only if, 
Fix) = [ahix) + bf. 
for (3?tO^ C9t0, c (^ - l -7 ' ) + l9tO and y = 0, l . . . , (5-r- l ) . 
Proof: The theorem can be proved by noting the fact that the conditional 
distribution of Xg.„ given X^..^ from F{) is the same as the conditional 
distribution of ^n-5+ln given Xft-r+\:n ^^^ ^~^0- Therefore, from 
Theorem 2.11, 
/=0 c(n-r-j) + \ 
(2.5) 
a j^Q c(n-s + l + j)j-^o <^(«-^ +1 + /) +1 
if and only if. 
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Fix) = \-\ + [ah{x) + bf=[ah{x) + hf 
Replacing n-s + \ by r and n-r + \hysin (2.5), we get the result. 
Remark 2.9: ¥or a = -l,b = ],c = l and hix) = e'""'^ 
exponential distribution is characterized using above theorem, i.e, 
^-Z,-l 1 -4 r + j 
+ E :U j=Q r + Ji^Qr + J + \ 
if and only if. 
Remark 2.10: Theorem 2.12 was proved for r = s~\ by Khan and Abu-
Salih(1989). 
Theorem 2.13 (Dembinska and Wesolowski, 1998; Athar et al, 2003) 
For h{x) monotonic, 
E[Xs,n I Xr.n =A = ax + b* if and only if F{x) = [ox + bf 
implies 
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E[hiX,,„)\Xj,.„=x] = a*h{x) + b* if and only if F{x) = [ah{x) + b]' 
\'^^ 1 Remark 2.11: For a = 1 and b = — ^ 
X n- } 
F {x) = \-e~ ^^~^', a<x<co, / l>0 , which is exponential. 
Theorem 2.14 (Khan and Athar, 2004) 
For any monotonic and differentiable function h{) and 
m = s-r-\,\<r <s<n, i = \,2,...,m 
EmX,,,„)\X,.,„ ...X,.„ ^y^JjUzil^mUm (2.6) 
m + \ 
if and only if, 
F{x) = ah{x) + b,a<x</3 (2.7) 
with F(a) = 0 and F(y0) = l. 
Proof: To prove (2.7) implies (2.6), we have for F{x) = ah{x) + b (Ali and 
Khan, 1997) 
E[hiX,,,)] - E[h(Xi_,,^)] = - ^ (2.8) 
where P = F{y),Q = F(x) and P-Q = a[hiy)-h{x)l 
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Writing (2.8) recursively and noting that 
^[/^(^0:m)] = ^ [^((2l)] = /^W, where ft = Xo,„ 
and E[h{Xj.+i„)\X,.„=x,X,.„=y] = E[h{Xi.^)\x<Xi.^<y], 
the result follows. 
To prove (2.6) implies (2.7), we have from (2.6) 
E[hiX,^i:„)\X,,n =^,^.:« =y] = h{x) + -^[h{y)-h{x)] 
or, '^[E{hiX,^i.„)\X,,„=x,X,,„=y}-h{x)]^h{y)-h{x) (2.9) 
Similarly, 
^[E{h{X,^i_y,,)\ X,,„ = x,X,,„ =y}- hix)] = h{y) - h{x) (2.10) 
/ - I ' 
From (2.9) and (2.10), 
ii-\)[E{h{X,^i,„)\X,.„=x,X,,„=y} 
-E{hiXr+i_l.„)\Xj,,„ =x,Xs„=y]] 
= E[h{X,^i_^,„)\X,,„ =x,Xs:r^ =y]-h{x) (2.11) 
Since 
E[h{Xj,„)\Xr.„=x,X,,„ =y] = E[h{Xj_,,,_,_^)x<Xj_,,,_,^^ <y] 
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Therefore, (2.11) reduces to 
f mV. 
( / • - l ) 
\J 
m V 
j - 1 
lF{y)-Fix) 
F(y)-F{t) 
lF{y)-F{x)\ 
m-i+\ 
di 
m\ 
(/-2)!(w-/ + l)! 
y F{i)-F{x) 
F{y)-F(x) 
1-2 F{y)-Fi() 
F{y)-Fix) 
m-i+\ fit) 
F{y)-F{x) dt-h{x) 
i.e, 
m\ y m-i+\ 
(/-2)!(m-/ + !)! I h\t)[Fit)-F{x)r\Fiy)-Fit)f-''-^ dt 
m\ 
(/-2)!(m-/ + l) 
y 
——[ h{t){F{t) - F{x)r^ [F{y) - F(/)f-'^^ /( / ) 
- ;  l)!-' dt 
h{x)[F{y)-F{x)] m 
Differentiating both sides {m~i + 2) times w.r.t y, we get 
i/'-l i-2 h'iy)[Fiy)-F{x)r'=hiy)[Fiy)-F{x)r'f{y) 
i-2 
-hix)[F{y)~F{x)r'f(y) 
i.e. 
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or, 
h\y)[F{y) - F{x)] = [h{y) - h{x)]f{y) 
f{y) h\y) 
F{y)-F{x) h{y)-h{x) 
or, \n{F{y)-F{x)\ = \n[h{y)-h{x)\ + \na 
or, F{y)-F{x) = a[h{y)-h{x)] 
i.e, F{x) = ah{x)-\-b 
where, b satisfies the initial conditions ofadfF{x). 
This proves the theorem. 
Remark2.12: At s = n + l,X„,^i.„ =y = ^,m = n-r, 
EWX,.,„)\X,.,„--x]J^l^^^^M^I±im (2,2) 
[n-r + V) 
as given by Franco and Ruiz (1997). 
Further at y = fi, 
\-h 
F{(3) = ah{p)^b^\, h{p) = 
a 
Therefore RHS of (2.12) is 
{n-r-i + \)h{x) i {\-b) 
(n-r + l) (n-r + l) a 
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if and only if, 
F{x) = -ah{x) + {\-b) 
= \-[ah{x) + b] 
as obtained by Khan and Abouammoh (2000). At / = 1, the result was given 
by Khan and Abu-Salih (1989). 
Remark2.13: At r = 0,XQ.„ =x = a,m = s-l, 
s 
as given by Franco and Ruiz (1997). 
Now since F{a) = ah{a) + b = 0 
Hence, E[hiXi,„)\X,,„= y] = -h(y)-^~^^^ 
s s a 
as obtained by Khan and Abouammoh (2000) at c = 1. 
Further, at 5- = / +1, the result was derived by Khan and Abu-Salih (1989). 
3, Characterization through record values 
Theorem 3.1 (Franco and Ruiz, 1997) 
Let Jc' be a random variable with F eT^, where 
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\ = \^^df 
Then 
I'^hiy) [H{y)Y [H(x) - H{y)]'-^ dH{y) <Q0 V x > a 
r+ \ ih(cc+) 
E[h(Rr) R^,j=x] = ah{x) + b with a = -and 6 = —^—f 
^ ^ f-^ ^+' J ^ ^ r + j + 1 r + i + \ 
if and only if, 
F(x) = l -exp /z(x)-/2(«+) 
h{q)-h{a+) , where 
-1-h{p-) = sign[h{q)-h{a+)]oo ond q = mf{xED:F{x)>{e-\)e ']. 
Remark 3.1: By putting h{x) = x in the above theorem, exponential 
distribution with dfF{x) = \- e~^(^'"),d = {q- a)'^ > 0 is characterized. 
Theorem 3.2 (Lopez-Blaquez and Moreno-ReboUo, 1997; Dembihska and 
Wesolowski, 2000) 
Let F be a strictly increasing cc^ which is k-times differentiable, such 
that 
E[Ri+k \Ri=x\ = bx + a 
holds for certain a and b. Then, except for location and scale parameters, 
F(x) = l -exp(-x) , for A:6[0,OO), i f / J = 1 . 
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Remark 3.2: H' h = \and a = k/X, then Xi has an exponential distribution 
mthdf 
F(x) = l - e~^^ ' ' ' ^ \ where 
X>0 and y are some real constants. 
Theorem 3.3 (Lopez-Blaquez and Moreno-ReboUo, 1997; Dembiriska and 
Wesolowski, 2000) 
Let F be a strictly increasing cdf-which is k-times differentiable, such 
that 
E[Ri I Rj^j^ = x] = cx + d 
holds for certain c and d and z > 0. Then, except for location and scale 
parameters, 
F(jc) = 1 -exp(-x^), for Xe[0,oo), if 0 <c < 1 
or F(jc) = l-exp[- |x | ] , for xe(-co,0], i f o l 
Remark 3.3: For k = \, we obtain the characterization result given by 
Nagaraja(1988). 
Furthermore, we also state the following theorems characterizing the 
generalized Pareto distribution, which may be deduced to exponential 
distribution. 
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Theorem 3.4 (Wu and Lee, 2001) 
Let {Xfj,n>\} be a sequence of//'t/random variables with an absolute 
continuous dfF{x). We assume: 0<F{x)<\, for xe[/i,oo). If yi'[Xj]<oo, 
then for y5 < 1, 
£'[^n|^/«=^] = y" + 1 + ;^  X- n 
. cr ) 
f 1 \n-m 
K^-PJ 
- 1 
holds respectively according as n = m + \ or according as n-m>2, for 
{n,m) and («-l ,w) iff A'l has the generalized Pareto distribution whose 
pdf is of the form 
/w= 1 \^p fx-jT] -{\+ri ,x>/i for ;^>0, 
II<X<II-(JIp for /?<0. 
Remark 3.4: If we take yf  -^ 0,// > 0 and o" > 0, then Theorem 3.4 reduces 
to 
lim 
y3->0 
(J 
1+/? 
X- fX f 1 ^ 
vl-y^y 
n-/w 
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lim ^^^^-^^-"Hx-MW-pr-"-^ 
Using the binomial expansion, RHS reduces to 
lim a (. , .„ (m-n)(m-n-l) ^2 
/ X fi / xn (m-n)(m-n-l) ^2 1 <^ 
= lim (7 . . C 7 ( w - « ) ( w - « - l ) _ 
/ \ r \r \o {x-^){m-n){m-n-V)j3 a 
+ {x-M)-{x-M)im-n)/3 + ^ ^^ ^^  '-^— + -----
= /2 - cr{m - n) + {x - jj) 
= x + {n-m)cr. 
Also 
-i« 
/ ( x ) = l i m - 1 + ;^  If. jx-u^r^'^^^^ X~JU 
K o- J 
]_ 1 
a 
exp 
f X- jS 
\ o-
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1 f x-M^ 
<j 
-exp 
V cr ; 
i.e., E[R„\Rf„ =x] = x + {n-m)<j 
if and only if 
F(x) = \-e ^ ^ I 
Theorem 3.5 (Wu and Lee, 2001) 
Let {X„,n>l} be a sequence of nc/random variables with an absolute 
continuous dfF{x). We assume: 0<F(jc)<l, for xe(-Qo,//]. If 
£[^l]<Qo,thenfor;5<l, 
E[Rn\Rm=x] = ^ + 
- 1 - / ? 
/^ ..W( 1 A"-'" X- fi 
^ o- J i-A 
+ 1 
holds respectively according as n = m + \ or according as n-m>2, for 
(«,7w) and {n-l,m) if and only if Xi has the generaUzed Pareto 
distribution whose pc^is of the form 
/w= 1 i-M X- ll" -iur') , X<^,fOY /]>0. 
U + CT/J3<x</i, for J3<0. 
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Remark 3.5: If we take y5 -> 0, /i > 0 and cr > 0, then Theorem 3.5 reduces 
to 
E[R„\Rffj = jc] = X - (« - m)a 
holds respectively according as n = m + \ or according as n-m>2, for 
{n,m) and («-l ,w) iff Xi has exponential distribution whose z?* i^s of the 
form 
/ (x ) = -exp 
cr 
, X < /i for cr > 0 
Theorem 3.6 (Athar ef al, 2003) 
Let ^ be an absolutely continuous random variable with df F{x) and 
pdf f{x) on support {a,(3), where ae'^ and ;5 may be finite or infinite. 
Then for r < ^ , 
E[Rg \R^ =x\ = a* x + b* 
if and only if, 
(3.1) 
F{x) = {ax^bf, xe{a,p) (3.2) 
where, a = f c y-' 
U+u 
and b =—(1-ar ) 
a 
Proof: First we will prove (3.2) imphes (3.1). 
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We have h\x) = {ax + hf,f{x) = -ac{ax + h) c-\ 
Since f{R,\R,=x) = ^::;^[-\xiF{y) + \nF{x)f''-^ '^^^^ 
Y{s-r)' F{x) 
Therefore, 
E[RARr=x] = — ! ly[-\nFiy) + \nF{x)f~''-'^^^^dy 
Yis-r)^ 
-1 
Fix) 
r{s-r){ax + b)'^ , 
cln ^ax + b^'^ 
^ay + b 
s~r-l 
c—1 
ac{ay + b) dy 
Let / = In ' ax + b^ 
yoy + bj then R.H.S is 
00 
-t/c Li.s-r-\ -t 
aY{s-r)Q \[{ax^b)e-"'-br-'-'e-'dt 
which reduces to 
r r y-' 
U+iy x + a 
( c. y-' 
Kc + lJ 
1 
and hence the 'if part. 
To prove (3.1) impHes (3.2), we have 
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Y{s-r)^x F{x) 
Now, setting F{x) = e~^ and F{y) = e"^"'*'^ ^ we get 
1 
r(s ~ r) •'o 
LetG{v) = F~\e'''). 
Therefore, 
h* 
\G{u + v)fiidu) = Giv) + ^  (3.3) 
a 
where, ju{du) = i;-u^~^~^ e~" ^" (3.4) 
T{s-r)a 
Now, since (3.3) is of the form (7.1) of Chapter 1. Therefore, in view of 
(7.1), (7.2) and (7.3), we get 
G{v) = y + a\\-e'^), if779^0 
Thus at 7 9!: 0, 
or, e~^=F[ / + a'(l-e'7^)] 
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Let z = 7 + a'{\ -c^^) and therefore, 
Fiz) = z -y V _ = [az + hf 
where , a = , b = - , c = — 
a a T] 
In view of (7.3) , a long with (3.4) and (3.5), we get 
/ \s-r 
' c \ a 
(1-7) s-r c + l 
Further at v = 0, we have from (7.1) and (7.2), 
JG(M)//(^M) = G(0) + C* 
or, GiO) + c*=l(r + a'-a'e'^'')/i(clx) 
I.e., Y + — = L^^ a <^{y + a') = 
a a \-a 
Using (3.5), we have 
, b b 
y + a = — = 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
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* b * 
Hence, b = — { \ - a ). 
a 
(3.7) 
For 7; = 0, from (7.2), 
7?- l /„ -v G(v) = F~Xe ) = r + y '^v 
or, F{z) = e-^'<''^\A>0 
where, /I = —. Therefore, 
F{z) = 1- Uz-r) = [az + 6]^ ^ as c -^ CO (77 -^ 0) 
where, a = — , b = 
Thus, a = 
r r \ 
c + lj 
s-r * b 
-> 1 as c -> CO and/) = — 
a 
c \s-r 
' c ^ 
VC + ly 
-1 
Therefore, 
b _ c + Ay 
a X 
/(I - Xy) + h 
(1-/)A 
and with / 
c + l 
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, /'^ -^+l (1 _ Xy) + i'-'Xy - /(I - Xy) - Ay 
b {l-\)X 
Differentiating numerator and denominator separately w.r.t. t and taking 
limit as / —> 1, we get 
{s-r) b* = 
X 
The values of a and b at 77 = 0 could have also been obtained from (7.2), 
(7.3), (3.3) and (3.4) as earlier and hence the theorem. 
Example: 
F{x) = e~^^''~'''^,x>a,X>Q 
A , c + Xa 
a = — , 0 = , c-»oo 
c c 
* * (s-r) 
a -\b = -^  -
X 
Remark 3.6: Let h.{x) be a monotonic function of x on support {a,p). 
Then we have 
E[h{R,)\R^=x] = ah{x) + b* 
if and only if, 
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F{x) = lahix) + hf 
* * . 
with the same a and b as given in (3.6) and (3.7). Therefore, with suitable 
choice of a,b,c and h{x), we will have the characterization results given by 
Khan and Abouammoh (2000). 
4. Characterization through generalized order statistics 
Theorem 4.1 (Khan and Alzaid, 2004) 
Let nij = rrij and X be an absolutely continuous random variable with df 
F{x) and pdf f{x) on support {a,P) where, a and yffmay be finite or 
infinite. Then for r <s, 
E[X{s,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k) = x] = a*x + b* (4.1) 
if and only if, 
F{x) = [ax-\-bf, xE(a,/3) (4.2) 
where 
^*_'^ c[k + {m + \)in-r-j)] ' cyj 
n c [ ^ + (m + l ) ( « - r - y ) ] + l .lj:^^{Ucyj) 
and 
, 1.-. \ - > ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ . - « , * i-
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b = — ( 1 - a ). 
a 
Proof: First we will prove that (4.2) implies (4.1). 
We have 
F{x) = {ax + b)^and f{x) = -ac{ax + b) c-l 
Since 
a , b Therefore, 
E[X{s,n,m,k)\ X{r,n,m,k) = x] 'S-\ 
Cf-i is-r-\)\{m + l) s-r-l 
1 s^^ r' s-r-l 
Fix) 
^+(m+l)(«-s)-l Ry) 
F{x) dy (4.3) 
Setting u = Hy) 
Fix) 
ay + b 
ax + b 
~\c 
, the RHS reduces to 
's-1 
Cf.^1 is-r- l)!(w +1) s-r-l 
X 
oL 
u^'''iax + b)-b 
a 
^^_^m^\^s-r-\^k+im+\)in-s)-\ ^^ 
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Let M'"^^ = /, then we get 
* 1 1 * E[X{s,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k) = x] = a x + b 
where b* =—(1-fl ) 
a 
and 
a 
C5-I 
c,__^{s-r-\)\{m + \y-'o 
l+c[k+(m+l)(n-s)] 
\< 
which gives 
j i^ c[^ +(m +1)(« - r -;•)] +1 ^-i/^^(1 + crj) 
On further simphfication, we get the 'if part. 
To prove that (4.1) imphes (4.2), we have from 4.3 
C j - l 
c,_^{s-r-mm + \Y-'-\ Fix)\ 
m+\ s-r-l 
y , .-]k+if"+^)in-s)-\ 
Fix) 
m 
Fix) dy = a x + b 
Let F ix) = e"' and F iy) = e~("+^). 
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Therefore, 
00 
' 5 - 1 
Cj,^l{s-r-\)\{m + \y f—r—1 J 0 
^-u[kHm+\)(n-s)] ^ a* F''^ {6-") +b' 
Further, if we set G(v) = F (e ^ ) , we get 
00 
jG{u + v)^{du) = G{v) + (4.4) 
a 
where 
/i (du) = '5 -1 _ -u{m+\)ns-r~\ 
-r-1 fl c^_l(A--r-l)!(w + l ) ' ' ^ (4.5) 
^-u[^+(m+l)(n-5)]^^ 
* Z;^ Equation (4.4) is of the form (7.2) of Chapter 1 with c = 
Therefore, at 77 t^ 0 
G(v) = F-\e-'') = r + cc\\-e'J'') 
a 
or, e =F r + a'il-e"^") 
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Letz = r + «'(l-e'/*') 
Therefore, 
F{z). 1 - "^ =[az + b]' 
u 1 u '^'+r 1 
where, a = , D = , c = — 
a' a' Tj 
(4.6) 
Now to see the relationship between a , b and a,b,c, we have from (7.3) 
and (4.5), 
c,_^B 
f k-ri \ 
s-r, —>rn-s 
a = V /w + 1 J 
Cj._i{s-r-\)\{m + \) s-r 
Putting T] = — and solving, we get 
c 
^. J ^ c[k + (m + \)in-r-j)] ' cyj 
" ' ' " " ' • ' " " ' ' 1 . . . fj^ c[k + {m + \){n-r-j)] + l j^^\^ (1 + c/^) 
For/? , we have from (7.1) at v = 0. 
oo 
G{0) + c =jG{u)^{du) 
0 
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This in view of (7.2) and(4.5) ait]^0 reduces to 
b y + a' y + — = i a 
' • * 
a a 
Therefore in view of (4.6), we get 
* L> ,^ * . /,'=_:^(l_a'). 
a 
Theorem 4.2 (Khan and Alzaid, 2004) 
Let /My ?i mj, Yj ^  yj ^nd Jif be an absolutely continuous random 
variable with df Fix) andpdf f(x) on support i(X,/3) where, a and y^may 
be finite or infinite. Then for 1 < r < 5 < « 
E[X{s,n,m,k)\X{r,n,m,k) = x] = a x + b 
if and only if, 
F{x) = [ax + bf, xeiaj) 
where 
a*= Yl - ^ ^ a n d 6 * = - : ^ ( l - f l * ) . 
i=r+il + cyj a 
Remark 4.1: Setting a = — , b = -,c-^co in Theorem 4.1 and 4.2, 
c c 
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we get a =1, 6 = - X — 
and F {x) = 1 - ?L{X- pi) = e ^^ ^',x>n, which is exponential. 
Theorem 4.3 (Cramer et al., 2004) 
Let l < r < « - l , l < / < r t - r a n d X{l,n,m,k),---,X{n,n,m,k) be gos 
based on a continuous df F and parameters Yi,. •.,/„• If constants a > 0 and 
Z) e SR exist such that 
E[X{r + l,n,m,k)\X{r,n,fn,k) = x] = ax + b a.e 
then, F is the df of a generalized Pareto distribution. 
^ 1 
Remark 4.2; If a = 1 and ^ = X , then 
/=r+l « - ' • + ! 
F (A;) = 1 - exp {~x), x>Q. 
Remark 4.3: This result can also be deduced from Theorem A.2 at s = r + l. 
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CHAPTER-IV 
CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH MOMENTS 
1. Introduction 
In the literature, we find a lot of characterizations based on moments of 
order statistics initiated by the work of Hoeffding (1953). Various 
approaches are available regarding the characterization of exponential 
distribution. Lin (1988) and Kamps (1991) used recurrence relations of 
moments of single order statistics to characterize exponential distribution 
whereas, Lin (1989) used product moments of two order statistics. Lin 
(1990) obtained characterizing results via expected values of two functions 
of order statistics. Ali and Khan (1998b) characterized exponential 
distribution using the recurrence relations between expectations of a function 
of one and two order statistics. 
Many contributions to the problem of characterizing exponential 
distribution have also been made using the property of record values. In this 
field, Lin (1988, 1990) obtained some interesting results. Too and Lin 
(1989) characterized exponential distribution by two moments of record 
values. 
2. Characterization through order statistics 
Theorem 2.1 (Lin, 1988a) 
Let X be a random variable with df F{x) and E X"^ <^ for some 
constant w > 1. Let A: > 1 be an integer and {«^}7=i, a sequence of integers 
00 
satisfying 0<«i <M2 <• • • and ^l/nj=^. 
7=1 
Assume that F~^(0^) = 0, that F"^ is positive if w>l is used, and 
further that F~^ is absolutely continuous on (0,1). Then for given constant 
A>0,Z 
F (jc) = 1 - exp {-X / X), x>0, if and only if 
.m ..m 
mX m-l 
'J ^kn = ^k-\n + l~i^kn ^ '^^ ^^ " ' " ^ 
Proof: The necessary part is trivial. For sufficiency: 
Integrating by parts, we get 
'" =k 
^tn ^k J lllF-\t)rt'^-\\-tfr^dt 
(2.1) 
= k 
n 
k 
^^._k^Y^i^^~'itrt'-'dHi-tfr^^'] 
n, 
[k 1 
^-1 /Aim ,k-2 Hi-k+l + {k-\)[F-' it)r t''-']i\-tfr''''' dt 
(From now on {F-^(/)}' = 0 for each point / at which (F '^ ) ' is not 
defined.) 
Hence, for A: = 1, 
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f,'^^^m\l[F-\t)r-'lF'\»ni-» ' d, 
and for fc > 2, 
mk 
.ll[F-\t)f-'{F-\t)yt'-\i-tp~'''dt 
It follows from (2.1) through (2.2) that for all nj>k. 
(2.2) 
.] , . .. ^rii-k 
tngm-')' dt=Q (2.3) 
where, 
- 1 / .M/w-lrfc-l i t - l g{t)^gl{i>[F-'{t)T"[{F-'{t)y{\-t)-m''-\ /e(0,l). 
Note that g\ is Lebesgue integrable (denoted by g\eL (0,1)) by the 
assumption E\X\ <<X>. Then, employing the Muntz-Szasz Theorem (Boas, 
1954) to (2.3), we obtain gi (i) = 0 a.e on (0,1). Therefore, 
{F~^ (/)' = A /(I - /) a.e. on (0,1) or equivalently, 
F(x) = l-exp(-;c/A), x>Oby F"^(0'^) = 0. 
Thus, the proof is complete. 
Definition: (i) Let F be an arbitrary df. Then for integers \<r<s<n and 
,U'k)-: rlfl r n - l 1 r.,\^k ..r-1 My:s"n'=C,^s:nloluiF~'(^)]'iF"Hv)fu 
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{v-uY-'-\l-vf-'dvdu (2.4) 
where, 
c. 
'''•" (r~l)\{s-r-\)\{n-s)\' 
(ii) Let F be an arbitrary 6^with E\X\ <oo for some / > 0 . Then for 
integers \<r<s<n and 0< j,k<l{j + k<lif s = r+ 1), (Khan et al, 
1983b) 
Mr,s:n ^r,s-\:n 
n-s + 1 
(2.5) 
Theorem 2.2 (Lin, 1989) 
Let F be a <^with £"1x1 <oo for some />1 and F~^ is absolutely 
continuous on (0,1). Assume further that {«/}/^i is a sequence of integers 
satisfying 
00 
2 < «i < ??2 < • • • and X 1 / '^ i = °° • 
Then, for any given constant A >0 and integers r>l, j>0, k>l satisfying 
J + k<l, 
,Mk) (j,k) kA (j^k-l) „ „ 
^r,r,l:n, '^rj:n, = ; ^ / ^ . , ; . 1 : „ ' ^^^11 «, >r + l (2.6) 
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if and only if, 
F(x) = l-exp(-x/;i)on(0,oo). 
Proof: From (2.4) and (2.5) with s = r + \, it follows that (2.6) is equivalent 
to 
fl(l-v)"'-'"^g(v)^ = 0 
for all rij >r + \ with 
g(V) = [F-^ (v)]^-^ [ll [F-^ {u)]J u'-^ duy{F-' (V)}'(1 ~v)-X] 
a.e. on (0,1). 
But g(v) = 0 
^{F-\v)y= ^ 
1-v 
=> F (x) = 1 - exp {-XIX). 
Thus, the proof is complete. 
Theorem 2.3 (Lin, 1990a) 
Let n>k>l + \>2 be integers. Assume that G is a non-decreasing 
and right-continuous function from R to R. Then the relation 
"•"' Bik,n'k + l) 
2 / . ^ ^ B{k + l,n~k + l) 
B(k-l,n~k + l) 
holds if and only if F{x) = G (x) on / (F) and F is continuous on R. 
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9 2 
Corollary2.1: £{l-exp(-X2;2)} = 2£{l-exp(-X)}^ = -
if and only if, 
F{x) = l-QX^i-x) on(0,oo). 
Theorem 2.4 (Kamps, 1991) 
Let Jf be a random variable with distribution function F, F being 
absolutely continuous on (0,1) and w > 1, a constant with 
{/G(0,l);F-^(/) = 0} E{0,\},mEN>2 
F~^ (0>Qforallte(0,1),w^N 
Furthermore, let integers p, qeZ and a sequence {{kj,ri;)) Tgjv ^-^z/ ^^ ^ 
some // e (1,2,3,4} be given, satisfying 
2<kj <nj, 
'^^kj + p<nj +q, and 
for all j EN . 
Then for a constant c? > 0, 
{^~VO}' = i / ^ ( l - / ) ^ -^ -^a . e .on (0 , l ) , 
if and only if, 
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with 
c{kj,nj,p,q) 
{kj+p) 
Crij + q^ 
is valid for the sequence ({kj, rij ))jeN 
Proof: Since 
a'T -uT , =mcikj,nj,p,q)MT~!' ^ 
imphes 
m-1 
f [F-^ (0] t^~^ (l-t)"^ "^"^  [d{F-'^ {t)y-tP il-t)^-P-^]dt = 0 
{ikj,nj))j^j^El^ yields, 
{F-\t)y-~tPi\-t)^-P-^ =0 a.e.on(0,l) 
d 
by completeness theorem. 
Notations: Suppose the general class of distribution fimction is given as 
Fi{x) = l-[ah{x) + bf;xeiaJ) 
where, a ?t 0;^,c 9^  0 are constants and h(x) is monotonic and differentiable 
function of x. Let, for given Qi and Pj, 
i^'flix)dx = Q and | ^ i / i ( ; c )^ = P 
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where, f\ {x) is ^Qpdfoi X. 
Then the truncatedp# / {x) and truncated df F {x) is given respectively as 
F{x) = y--[F^{x)-Q\, x^iQ^A)-
Theorem 2.5 (Ali and Khan, 1998b) 
Let F{) be the distribution function with E\X\ < co for some / >1. 
Let the inverse function F" (.) be positive on [0,1] and 
F~^{^^) = Q\,F~^{\) = Pl. Assume further that {«,},7 = 1,2,--- be a 
°° 1 
sequence of integers satisfying 2 < w^  < «2 <"'" aiid X — -'^ • Then for 
\<r <s<ni 
E [g {Xr;n,, Xs:n, )]-E[g {X,,„., X,^^,^. )] 
(nj-s + l) [E {g {X,,„._^, X,,„._^ )}-E{g {Xr:n,-l, ^.-1:„,-1)}] 
- 7 ^ - [ r - ^ [ ' « ( ^ r « , ,^.:«,)] (2.7) 
[nj -s + \)ca ' ' 
if and only if 
r-/ N ^ [ah(x) + bf 
F{x) = Q^-'—^L-^- xe{Q,A) (2.8) 
where, g {x, y) is a monotonic and differentiable function of {x, y), 
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mix,y) = [ah{y) + b]^^,g\x,y) = ~g{x,y) 
h\y) dy 
Proof: Ali and Khan (1998a) have shown that for distribution (2.8), relation 
(2.7) holds and hence the "if part. 
To prove the "only i f part, using 
0<u<v<l (2.9) 
(v-uy-'-^l-vf-'dudv 
and 
C 
E [g iXr:n, X ,,„ )\-E[g {Xr,n, ^ .-1:« )] = , 
(« - 5 + 1) 
ff g'[F-l {u\F-^ {v)W-^ {v-uy-'-^ {\-vY-'^^dudF-\v) 
0<M<V<1 
(2.10) 
where, C.^.„ = {r-\)\{s-r-\)\{n-s)\ 
we get 
C 
JJ g'[F~' (u\F-' {v)W-' (v-uy-'-' i\-v)"'-{rii -s + V) o^ „<^ <^  
dudF~\v) 
^fE'l^rs-.m-l 1 r,.\ c -1 /,.M..^-1 /,. ..\S-r-\ 
(l-v)"'~^c/w^F~^(v) 
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-Sllf^Hl— llm[F-' {u),F-' {v)V iv-uY-''-' 
(l-vp'dudv 
fia-v)"'~^g*(v)^v = 0 
where 
g' (V) = 
cah'{F~\v)} _ 
.-1 1 A.M.,^-1 ,s-r-l *[£ g'{F-' iu),F~' {v)}u'-' iv-uy-'-' du] 
Under the given conditions {(1-v)"'} is complete in 1(0,1). (Lin, 1989 
and Kamps, 1991). 
Since £ g'[F-^ (ulF'^ {v)y^ ( V - I / ) ' - ' ' ^ 6 ? M ^ 0 . 
Therefore, g (v) = 0 which implies that 
cah'[F-^ {v)][F-\v)y 1 
ah[F'\v)] + b 1 - V + Pn 
i.e. 
logg [ah{F (v)} + bf = logg [1 - v + P2] + ^ , where k is constant of 
integration which at v = 0 gives ^ = logg (P - 2 ) . Therefore, 
[ah{F-'{v)} + bf =i\-v + P2)iP-Q) 
-1 
or, V 
_1-Q [ah{F-'{v)] + b] 
P-Q P~Q 
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„ . . ^ \ah(x) + b]^ ,^ „ . 
i.e, F{x) = Q2~^ y_ ' ; xe(2 i ,P i ) 
and hence the result. 
Theorem 2,6 (Ali and Khan, 1998b) 
Under the conditions of Theorem 2.5, 
E[g{Xr,n,,Z,:„,)]-E[g(X,,^^,Z,_i;„•)] 
(P-Q) 
(rij +1) ca 
if and only if, 
£[z(jf,.„,+,,;f^„.+,)] (2.11) 
nx) = & - f ^ ^ ^ f ^ ; ..(Q,.P,) 
where, 
Z (;c,;;) = [ah {y) + bf~' ^^^^^; Q2 = ^ ^ 
^ h\y) ^^ P-Q 
d f) 
g'ix,y) = ~gix,y) and h'iy) = -~-hiy). 
oy dy 
Proof: The "if part follows from Ali and Khan (1998a). 
To prove "only i f part, using (2.9) and (2.10) in (2.11), we get 
7 - 3 ^ li g'[F-' {u),F-^ {v)y~' {v-uY-'-' (l-v)«'-^-^l 
yui s + i) o<„<v<i 
dudF'^{v) 
11 
{P-Q)Cr,s:n,.l jj ^^^_i ^^^^^_i ^^^^^.-l ( , _ , ) . — ! 
{ni+\)ca Q<„<^ <i 
{l-vf'~'^^dudv 
i.e. 
lU\-vr^~'^'g*{v)dv = 0 
where, 
g* (V) = 
cah'{F~\v)} 
Since {(1 - v) '} is complete and 
[llg'{F~\u),F-\v)W-\v-uY-'-^du]^0. 
Therefore, g (v) = 0 sought for 
cah{F~\v)} 
which gives the solution 
V = 
_ \-Q ah[F~\v) + b]' 
P-Q P-Q 
and thus, we get the result. 
Theorem 2.7 (Ali and Khan, 1998b) 
Under the conditions of Theorem 2.5, 
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E[gi^r:n,)]-E[giXr-ln,)] 
"'• ^^ [E {g {Xr..n.-i )}-E{g {X,_,,„.^^)}] 
irij-r + l) 
1 
E[miXr:nJ] {rij -r + l)ca 
if and only if 
r^. ^ ^ [ah(x) + bf ._, „ . 
where, 
h'{x) 
Proof: The theorem can be deduced from Theorem 2.5 by putting X^.„, as 
constant and then replacing 5- by r. 
Theorem 2.8 (Ali and Khan, 1998b) 
Under the conditions of Theorem 2.5, the following statements are 
equivalent. 
iii)Elg(X„^)] = £[g(X,_i,^.,)] - < ^ - g ) ( " • - ' • + ')E[Z{X,.„,^,)] 
' rii {rij +i)ca ' 
(iii) E [g {X,,^ )] = E[g {X,_,_„^)] - / ^ ' ^ ^ E [Z {X,. ,1)] 
' [rij +\)ca ' ' 
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where, Z (x) = [ah (x) + bf-'^ f ^ . 
hix) 
Remark 2.1: By setting a = l,b = 0,c = l and /z(x) = exp(-0x) in 
Theorem 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8, exponential distribution is characterized with 
df 
Fi(x) = l - exp( -^x) ; 0<A:<a). 
3. Characterization through record values 
Theorem 3.1 (Lin, 1988b) 
Let E'jXp < CO for some p>2. Then for any given n>\ 
[E{R„)f<^E{Rl^) 
n " ^ 
with equality if and only if F (x) = 1 - exp {-x Id), x e (0, oo), where 
l«(« + l) "-^7 
Corollary 3.1: EX^ =E[Ri] = l if and only if F is the standard 
exponential distribution. 
Theorem 3.2 (Lin, 1988b) 
Let <2 be a real number, m a positive integer and £'(X^'") < oo. Then 
for each fixed n>\. 
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with equality if and only if 
F(x) = l-exp[-{«!(a + c-^x'")}^^"],X6((-ac)^^'",c«), 
where c> 0, c^ =[ia-lf+(2n)\{rj\y^ -l]~^ EiX^'") and if m is even, 
a<0. 
Theorem 3.3 (Too and Lin, 1989) 
i2+e Let w be a positive integer and E\X\ <oo for some s>0. Then, 
for any given integer « > 0, the equality 
EiR2)-2^JLtI!!lEiR„,J^^^^^^^^ = 0 
n\ 
(3.1) 
m 
Mm-holds if and only if, F(x) = l -exp( -x ' " ' ' ) on (0,oo). 
Proof: First, from the finiteness of £"1X1 it follows that the second 
moment of each record value exists and is finite (Lin, 1987). Specifically, 
^ ( ^ ^ = rSl t^"^ (^ )3^  {^""^rA ^^ ' ^ = i'2 ««^^ ^ 0 (3-2) 
«;!• '" y \~t) 
Then by applying (3.2), (3.1) is equivalent to 
i 1 ( 1 '^"^ F-^ (/) - log:— 
L I 1 - ^ ; 
log 1 r 
1 - / 
/^ = 0 
Hence, the equality (3.1) holds if and only if. 
F-^ (/) = -\m log 
1 - / a..e. on (0,1) 
Mm-or F(jc) = l - exp ( -x ' " " ) on(0,oo). 
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Remark 3.1: For m = \, Theorem 3.3 reduces to the characterization of the 
exponential distribution, i.e, 
if and only if; / ' ^ ^ • ' i ^ ^ ' ' ^ V? 
F{x) = l-Qxpi-x). V - ^ -ij 
Theorem 3.4 (Lin, 1990b) "' '"''"^ CmTecs^ '^ 
Let « > / > 1 be integers and A' a random variable with continuous 
distribution F. Assume that G is a non-decreasing and right-continuous 
function from R to (-oo, 1]. Then F{x) = G (x) on / (F) if and only if the 
following relation holds 
/ (n + lV 
n\ 
E[-log{l-G{R„_j)}f =-^^ 
{n-l)\ 
Corollary 3.2: F (x) = I - exp (-x) on (0, oo) 
if and only if, 
E{R^) = E{X'^) = 2. 
Theorem 3.5: 
A necessary and sufficient condition for a random variable X to be 
distributed yn^pdf 
/ ( x ) = ie-(^- /^) /^, ^<x<oo, o->0 (3.3) 
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is that 
k 
r+\ (3.4) 
for « = 1,2, • •• and r = 0,1,2, • • •, where ^ > 1 is any fixed positive integer. 
Proof: Necessity: 
For a two-parameter exponential distribution, we have 
/(x) = i[l-FW], /J<X<cO^ (T>0 (3.5) 
Thepi^of k-th upper record values is given by (Dziubdziela and Kopocinski 
(1976)) 
yt" 
-^w (« -1 ) ! (3.6) 
where. 
H(x) = -\n[l-Fix)]. 
For rt > 1 and /- = 0,1,2, • • •, on using (3.5) and (3.6), we get 
(«-l)!cr-'/^ (3.7) 
Integrating (3.7) by parts, treating x'' as the part to be integrated and the rest 
of the integrand for differentiation, we get 
{r + \)cr 
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Sufficiency: 
If the recurrence relation (3.4) is satisfied, then 
* ;rx"i[/^wr'[i-F(x)]*-'/WA 
= ^ ' " J ^ ^ f i ;^^ [H(x)]"-' [1 -F(x)]*- ' f{x)dx 
+ ~-i;x'-^\H{x)r^[l-F(x)t-'/{x)dx 
Integrating the last integral on the right hand side of the above equation by 
parts, we get 
«+l 
rx'^'[H{x)r'[\-F{x)r'fix)dx ^ foo ^r+l r rr r^\-in-l n c f^\^lc-\ 
-}\\'M («-l) 
(« -1)! -" 
(« -1)! '" 
»n+l 
which on simplification reduces to 
i;x'[Hix)r'[i-F(x)]'-' 
[kxf{x)-{r + l)(Tfix) + ir + l){\-F{x)}-kxf{x)]dx = 0. 
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It now follows from Theorem 8.1 of Chapter 1, with 
gix) = -\n[\-Fix)] = Hix),that 
a 
which proves that / (x) is of the form (3.3). 
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CHAPTER-V 
CHARACTERIZATION THROUGH 
DISTRIBUTIONAL PROPERTIES 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we shall discuss characterization results through 
distributional properties of some order statistics and record values. 
Sukhatme (1937) showed that the normahzed spacing based on 
exponential distribution is stochastically independent. Galambos (1975), 
Galambos and Kotz (1978) and Azlarov and Volodin (1986) have obtained 
various characterizing results using distributional property. 
Resnick (1973) and Dallas (1981) showed that X has exponential 
distribution if and only if Rj - R^ and Ri are independently distributed. 
Alzaid and AhsanuUah (2003) proved that for a fixed m>\, the condition 
d 
Rfn ~Rm+\ +WIm, where W is distributed as exponential distribution with 
unit mean characterizes the Gumble distribution 
2. Characterization through order statistics 
Theorem 2.1 (Sukhatme, 1937) 
Based on the standard exponential distribution F{x) = \-e~^, the 
normalized spacing 
with XQ.„ = 0 are stochastically independent. 
Theorem 2.2 (Galambos, 1975) 
Let X and Y be independent and identically distributed random 
variables with continuous density function / (x). If we put S = X + Y and 
W = min {X,Y). Then f{x) is an exponential density function if and only if 
the conditional density f{u\s) of 2W given iS" satisfies 
fiu\s) = Vs, 0<u<s. (2.1) 
Proof: The fact that (2.1) holds for f{x) = ae ''^,a>0, x>0, can be 
shown by easy calculation. For converse, let us denote by h {u, s) and g {s), 
respectively, the density functions of {2W, S) and S. Then by (2.1), 
\/s = f{u\s) = h{u,s)/gis) 
ru\ r 
s-
u 
\ 
g{^) 
u Thus, with s = z + t, — = /, we get 
2f{t)fiz) 1 
g{t + z) t + z 
Letting z -> 0, and writing t + z for /, we have 
2fit + z)f{0) 1 
(2.2) 
git + z) t + z 
(2.3) 
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Dividing (2.2) and (2.3), we get the functional equation 
f{t->r z ) / (0) = f{t)f{z), the continuous solution of which is known to be 
/ ( x ) = ^ e « ^ 
Theorem 2.3 (Rossberg, 1972; Galambos, 1975) 
Assume that F {x) is a non-degenerate and non-lattice distribution. 
Then dy„ and A'l;,,-^ are identically distributed if and only if F(x) is 
exponential, where af^ .„ = J^ /.+i;„ - X^„, r > 0. 
d 
Further Iwinska (Rao, 1983) has shown that X^.y^ - Xyy^ =X^_^.„_y. 
Theorem 2.4 (Galambos and Kotz, 1978) 
Assume that for w>2,«Xi.„ ^^^ the same distribution F{x) as the 
population. If F{x) is such that, as x-^O"*", \\mF{x)lx = b>{) is finite, 
thenF(x) = l - e~* ' ' , x>0 . 
Proof: Let «(^) = « ,k>\, where «>2 is fixed with the property of the 
theorem. If, in a set Xi,X2,---,X„(j^>^,k>2, of observations, we form 
blocks (^ l ,^2/-S^/ j (A:- l ) ) . (^«(A:- l )+l '^«(A:- l )+2.- - - '^2n(Ar- l ) ) ' - - - ' 
(^(«-l)«(yt-l)+l'^(n-l)n(/t-l)+2.---,^«(it)). and if minima of these blocks 
are denoted by ^^(^^-1)' ^Yn{k-\)''''' ^Yn{k-\) ' *^" evidently 
X,„(,)=min[^S(;c-l)'4«V-l)'-'<V-l)J (2-4) 
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Since the original Xj are independent and identically distributed, so 
are the X^^{k-\)' ^^^c^' ^^ ^ k = 2, each X^^^j^_^^ is distributed as X\YI 
which by assumption has distribution F {nx). Since, 
P{X^^>x) = [\-Fix)]" (2.5) 
Therefore, 
[\-F{x)f =l-F{nx). 
Thus, by (2.4), we have 
P{Xi,n^2) >x) = [l-Finx)f =\-Fin^x). 
Equation (2,4) and (2.5) and induction over k now yield 
PiX\:n{k) ^x) = [\-F(:c)]«(^) =\-F[n{k)xl 
Hence, 
P Xv \:n{k) < 
n{k)^ = 1- \-F 
( X ^ 
\n{k)j 
n{k) 
f 
and P X 
V 
YnOi) < 
n{k). = F{x), 
where, «>2 and «(^) = «^ with k>\. Thus, we get 
F{x) = \ \-F f x} 
\n^ J 
for all k>\. (2.6) 
-k Since, /: -> +oo, therefore, F{xn ) ~ axn~'^ + o{n~^) 
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Consequently, the elementary relation 
lim 
5 = +00 
1 + - + 0 ' I = g-^  and 
(2.6) imply that, for any x>0, 
Fix) = l- lim 
A: = +00 
bx 
1 r- + 0 
( 1 \Y 
\n^ )] 
= l - e " * ' ' , x > 0 . 
Theorem 2.5 (Azlarov and Volodin, 1986) 
Assume that X^P has an absolutely continuous distribution function 
F {x), which is strictly increasing on [0, oo). Then the following properties 
are equivalent: 
( i )XG^ 
(ii) For some /', j and n, \<i<j<n and Dj.„ ~Dj.„,F(x) belongs to tiie 
class C, where 
^ r : « = ( « - ' ' ) ( ^ r + l : « - ^ r « ) ; ^^r<n 
s : Class of exponential distribution 
and C is the class for which the failure rate density r{x) = f (x)/[\ - F (x)] 
of F (x) is either decreasing or an increasing function. 
Proof: The conditional density of Dj.„ given Zj.„ = x is 
fDj,„i^\^m=x) 
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= H •00 0 
F{x)-F(x + s) j-i-\ 
{ _f 
F x + s + —1 
n-j) 
F{x) 
n-j-\ 
(2.7) 
/ ( x + 5) / 
d 
x^ s + 
n-Jj 
Fix) Fix) 
ds 
where, K = in- /)!/[(; - / -1)!(« - ;)!] and 1 < /' < y < «. 
Integrating (2.7) with respect to s from d' to oo, we get 
fDj,„{d\Xi,„=x) 
;^ .roo , F ( x ) - F ( x + 5 ) 
Fix) 
H-\ F 
V 
M 
A: + 5 + 
n-j_ 
n-J 
Fix) Fix) ds (2.8) 
We know that the conditional distribution of £),••„ satisfies the relation 
FD^,^id\Xi,^^x) = 
Fix + :) 
n-i 
Fix) 
n-i 
* , \<i<n (2.9) 
Taking into account 
1 rcc \Fix)-Fix + s) 
^ =fe I Fix) 
^"''^ 'Fix + s)]"-^ fix + s) 
F(x) J Fix) ds 
and simplifying (2.8) and (2.9), we get 
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o=r 
F{x)-F{x + s) 
F{x) 
j-i-\ Fix + s) 
Fix) 
n-J J^jx + s) 
F{x + s) G {x, s, d)ds 
(2.10) 
for all d and for any given x, where 
G{x,s,d)=' 
F d ^ 
Fix) 
n-i M 
F X + s + 
n-J) 
F{x^s) 
n-J 
Differentiating G (x, s, d) with respect to 5, we have 
F 
— Gix,s,d) = ' 
OS 
M 
x +5 + 
V n-J) 
F(x + s) 
n-J 
x + s + 
n-J) 
-r{x + s) 
(i) If r{x) is an increasing function, then Gix,s,d) increases with s for 
fixed X and d. Thus, in order that (2.10) be satisfied, we must have 
Gix,0,d)<Gix,s,d)<0. If r{x) does not decrease, then we know that 
logi^ {x) is a convex function and using Jensen's inequality, we get 
logF , d \ j-i - n-J, -i d 
x + >^ ^ \n0F(x) + ~ x + |>^^ logF(x) + =^logF x + 
V n-i) n-i n-i [^ n-j) 
I.e. 
;f d \«-l 
F\x + - ^ >FJ-'{x)F''~J 
V n-i) x + K "-J) 
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This inequality shows that G(x,Q,d)>0. Therefore, if (2.10) is correct, 
then we must have G (x, 0,d) = 0 for all d and for a given x. 
(ii) If r{x) is a non-increasing function then, proceeding completely 
analogously, we get G{x,0,d) = 0 for all d and for any given x. 
Substituting jc = 0, we will have G (0,0,d) = 0 for all d, i.e., 
F ( d 
n-i 
n-i 
F 
f ^ \ 
\^-JJ 
in-J 
for all d>0 and for some i,j and n(l<i<j <n). Setting 
(p {d) =-logF{d) and z = <i/(«-/), we get 
n-i 
(• 
n-i (2.11) 
for all z>0 and some /, j and n with \<i< j <n. 
The non-trivial solution of (2.11) is ^(z) = cz, where c is a constant. 
Therefore, F{x) = \-e~^^. Using the boundary conditions i^(0) = 0 and 
F (oo) = 1, we have 
F(x) = l-e~^^,where <9>0. 
Theorem 2.6 (Azlarov and Volodin, 1986) 
Let XeP have an absolutely continuous, strictly increasing 
distribution function F {x). The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) Xee-
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(ii) Vj-Xs._rn-r ^^^ '=1>2 and for any fixed ns^ and ^2 distinct 
numbers (1 < r < 5^  KSj^n), where 
w ~ -^Sjin ^r.ri' 
Proof: The joint density function of Xf..„ and Vf is given by 
^r~\ fx..Viiu,Vi) = KiF''~'iu)[F{u + Vi)-F{u)][\-Fiu + v,)] n-s 
fiu)f{u + v,) (2.12) 
for 0 < w < 00, 0 < Vj < 00, where 
Ki = 
n\ 
{r-\)\{Si-r-\)\{n-Si)\ 
The density of Vf is obtained from (2.12) by integrating with respect to 
w, so we get 
and the density of Xs._^.yi_y is 
(2.13) 
fx,._,,„_,iy^) = {si-r) r - J j - ^ - 1 / , . . \ r i jr'/...\in-S {w)[l~F{w)r-'' f{w) (2.14) 
for 0<w<co. Since Vj and Zj_^„_^ have the same distribution, from 
(2.13) and (2.14) we get the integro-differential equation 
F''-'-\x)[l-F{x)f-'' fix) 
= r J/ lo ^ («)[^(" + X)-Fiu)]'^-'-^ [l-F{u + x)r-'' 
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f{u)f{x + u)du (2.15) 
Since F{x) and \-F{x) are strictly positive for all x, therefon 
dividing (2.15) by [F{x)f~\\-F{x)f~'i / (x ) , we get 
rn\ 
VO 
foo r-r-l 
-\^F^-'{u) F{u + x)-F (u) 
Sj-r-l -l-Fju + x) 
\-F{x) J 
f(u) 
nn-Si 
fix) f(u + x)du (2.16) 
for 7 = 1,2 and all x > 0. 
We can rewrite (2.16) as 
! > - ' ( « ) 
F{u + x)-F{x)\-Fix) 
l-Fiu + x) F{x) 
l-F{u + x) 
X 
Fix) 
F{u + x)-F{u) 
r+\ fiu)fiu + x) 
fix) du = r 
fri\ 
VJ 
(2.17) 
The right-hand side of (2.17) does not depend on Sj and so the integral 
on the left-hand side does not depend on Sj, / = 1,2 either. Setting 
G = Giu,x) = F{u + x)-Fiu) \-F{x) 
l-Fiu + x) Fix) ' 
/• = 1 and / = 2 in (2.17) and then subtracting the expression for / = 2 from 
the expression obtained for / = 1, we get 
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0 = \o F'~\n)[G'' -C/^] l-Fju + x) F{x) Fiu + x)-F{u) 
r+\ 
fix) f{u + x)du (2.18) 
Since F (x) is monotone increasing for all x, we have from (2.18) 
Therefore, either G = 0 or G = l, Since neither F(u + x)-F{u) nor 
I- F{x) can be equal to zero under the conditions of the theorem, G^O. 
Therefore, G = 1 and we have 
[F{u + x)-F{u)][\-F{x)] = F{x)][\-Fiu + x)] 
or F(u + x)] = F{u)Fix). 
The solution of this equation is 
F(x) = e~^, x>0,A>0. 
Theorem 2.7 (Alzaid and AhsanuUah, 2003) 
Let X be a non-negative random variable having an absolutely 
continuous (with respect to Lebesgue measure) distribution function F (x). 
Then the following two properties are equivalent. 
(a) X has an exponential distribution with F{x) = \-e''^, x>0. 
d 
(b) For some fixed r > 1, ^^,„ = ;^ ^_1.„ + ^ / ( « - r +1) where, W is 
distributed as exponential. 
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Proof: It is well known that (a)=>{b). We will show here that (h) => (a). 
Let Ff.fl (x) and /^.„ (x) be the cdfandpdf of Xj,.„ respectively, then 
J'r:n(^) = lo^iW<i"-^ + '^)i^-y))fr~V.niy)dy 
= Fr-l:ni^)-l',e-^"-^''^^^-y^f,_Uy)dy. 
Thus, 
. ( " - " " ^(f,_i;„ {x)-F,,„ W) = {;.("-"')> fr-v.„(y)dy-
It can be shown that 
(^ r - l ;«W-^rnW) = / r - l :«^ / ( ' ' - l ) /W-
Using the relation 
/ . - l : n W / / W = ( / ' - l )Cr - l : J^Wr^[ l -^W]"" ' " ' ' ^ 
and 
we obtain 
= i;«<"-"'>^/r-l:„{r)* (2.19) 
Differentiating both sides of (2.19), we get 
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+ (r - \){F{x)V-^ C,_i;„ {1 - F{x)f-''-^ fix) 
-in-r + \){F{x)Y-^ C,_i..„ (1 -F(x))"-^^^ ^^^^ 
Substituting/,_i:„(x) = (A--l)c,_i .„{F(x)}"-^{l-F(x)}"- '" 'VW, 
we have on simplification 
-li^^l (2.20) 
l - F ( x ) 
The solution of Eq. (2.20) is 
F(jc) = l - c e ~ ^ . 
Since F (x) is a distribution function with F (0) = 0, we must have c = \. 
F{x) = \-e~^, -co<x<co. 
2. Characterization through record values 
Theorem 3.1 (Resnick, 1973; Dallas, 1981) 
Rj - Rj and Rj are independently distributed if and only if X has 
exponential distribution, where Rj is the / record, / = 1,2,--. 
Theorem 3.2 (Rao, 1983) 
d 
Rj - Rj =Ri if and only if X has exponential distribution. 
Theorem 3.3 (Alzaid and AhsanuUah, 2003) 
Let {X j , y = 1,2, • • •} be a sequence of independent and identically 
distributed random variables with absolutely continuous (with respect to 
Lebesgue measure) distribution function F{x). Then the following two 
statements are identical 
- X 
{•a) F {x) = e , - 00 < X < 00 
d 
(b) For a fixed m>\, the condition - lnF(0) = l and Rj^ =Rm+\ +WIm, 
where W is distributed as exponential with unit mean. 
Proof: It is well known that {a) => (6). We will show here that {b) => {a). 
d 
Suppose that for a fixed m>\, R^= R^^i +W/m, then 
^{m) (^) = l'_^P{W<mix- y)) /(^^i) (;;) dy 
= l-J^-e-"'^'~'hf^^,,^iy)dy 
= F^m.l)ix)-£^e-^^'~y^]f^^^,^iy)dy. 
Thus 
e""" [f(„+l) (x) - F(„, (x)] = J ^ . "^ / ( „ „ ) (y) dy. 
Using the relation 
^(«)W=i-i^ («)W=.-^w"si^ Mi 
7=0 / ' 
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we obtain 
,mx 
Fix)[Hix)r 
r(/w + i) l"_^e"^'fim.l)iy)dy (3.1) 
Taking the derivatives of both sides of Eq. (3.1), we obtain 
d 
dx 
\mx {H{xT 
r(m + l) Fix) = «'"'' /(m+l) (^) 
This implies that 
d 
dx 
\rnx H"" {x) ' Fix) = 0. 
Thus 
dx 
,mx {Hix)r 
Tim + l) = 0. 
Hence 
Hix) = ce ^, -oo<jc<c30. 
Thus, we obtain 
Fix) = e -ce ^<x<co. 
Since F ix) is a distribution function, we must have c as positive. Using the 
condition - In F (0) = 1, we obtain 
Fix) = e' 
- o o < A :<OO 
95 
d 
Remark 3.1: If for some fixed m>\, R^+i =-^ /w +WIm, then we get a 
characterization of the Gumble distribution with 
d 
F{x)=\-e , - 00 < A: < 00. Further the relation R2=R\ +W will give a 
characterization of the exponential distribution. 
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